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Because Douglas-fir [Pseudotsuga menziesii(Mirb.)Franco]

bark is a raw material produced in our renewable forests along

with wood, an understanding of the ultrastructure of bark

cells is of paramount importance if wood technologists are to

utilize the bark to the fullest potential. The objectives

of this study were to develop microscopic techniques in order

to 1) describe and illustrate ultrastructurally the anatomy

of parenchyma cells present in phloem and changes that

occur to them in rhytidome formation, 2) describe and illu-

strate pitting between sclereids and adjacent cells.

To accomplish these objectives required the development

of procedures. Standard techniques were used, modified and

integrated with newly developed techniques. Micromanipula-

tion of cells and tissues was required. Stereo, light, phase

contrast, fluorescence, scanning electron and transmission

electron microscopy were employed. The developed procedures
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resulted in successful bark preparations for ultrastructural

examination.

The results of this study showed that the longitudinal

phloem parenchyma are connected by thin pit areas similar to

primary pit fields and not by well defined simple pits as

found between parenchyma cells in the xylem. The cell wall

of the longitudinal parenchyma is a layered structure with

orientated microfibrils. Expansion of the phloem parenchyma

with rhytidome formation involves a stretching out of wrink-

led and folded cell walls to fully expanded and smooth cell

walls.

Pitting between a sclereid and a parenchyma cell con-

sists of a long pit canal through the sclereid wall about

one micrometer wide with little or no flaring out at the

outer surface to form a pit chamber. The pit membrane is

the original double cell wall of the parenchyma. Pitting

between two sclereids exhibited similar long pit canals

extending across the sclereids into a chamber area separated

again by a thick pit membrane consisting of the original

double cell wall of the parenchyma. Additional layers of

secondary wall apparently are deposited by apposition on the

original parenchyma cell wall in the pitted region during

sclereid formation.
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ULTRASTRUCTURE OF PARENCHYMA AND SCLEREIDS IN DOUGLAS-

FIR [Pseudotsuga menziesii(Mirb.)Franco] BARK

INTRODUCTION

As the uses of bark and its components as a raw material

continue to increase, the need to illustrate and understand

its structure becomes more important. In the past and con-

tinuing today, anatomical research on the woody or xylem

portion of the tree stem has led to a better understanding

of this raw material for solution of problems and increased

utilization. The study of bark is not as complete as that

of wood. Ultrastructural information about cell types is

lacking not only for use in education, but as a knowledge

base to aid in the use of bark to its fullest potential.

Bark is a major component of Douglas-fir [Pseudotsuga

menziesii(Mirb.)Franco] trees. The bark provides protection

from drought and disease and is the site of food transloca-

tion down the tree stem. In the Pacific Northwest, the

forest products industry must consider bark in the manufact-

uring process and in the disposal of it.

Over the years bark has been utilized in various ways.

Originally entire slabs off of logs were burned in teepee

burners. With the onset of debarkers, bark was removed from

the logs and the slabs chipped. Now the bark could still be

burned, but a higher utilization potential was also realized.
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Bark was found to be a tremendous source of certain chemicals

as well as fiber types mostly different from those found in

the woody portion of the tree. For example, a bark fiber

fraction could be separated from Douglas-fir bark (Heritage,

1959) and bark fibers were used to reinforce plastics

(Miller et al., 1973). Today there is a research emphasis

on the use of extracted chemicals from bark, especially as

an alternate source of natural phenolics for the manufacture

of phenol-formaldehyde resins.

Anatomically, Douglas-fir phloem contains longitudinal

and ray parenchyma cells, sciereids and sieve cells. The

parenchyma cells and sclereids contain much of the extract-

ive material known as tannins found in the bark (Derer, 1976).

This is the extractive material that is phenolic and has

potential as an adhesive base. Douglas-fir sclereids have

been isolated commercially and used in bark composition

boards (Wellons and Krahmer, 1973) and as a reinforcing agent

in plastics (Miller et al., 1973).

The parenchyma and sclereid cells of Douglas-fir have

been investigated in particular from a utilization point of

view. On an ultrastructural level many characteristics of

these cell types remain unknown. Thus, the goal of this

study is to describe ultrastructural aspects of these

cell types not previously investigated. This new information

can then be added to the body of knowledge concerning bark

so that bark may reach its fullest potential as a raw material.



OBJECTIVES

The objective of this study is to develop microscopy

techniques to accomplish the following:

Describe and illustrate the ultrastructural

anatomy of parenchyma cells present in phloem.

Describe and illustrate pitting between sclereids

and adjacent cells.
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DESCRIPTION OF DOUGLAS-FIR BARK AND PREVIOUS WORK

The vascular cambium of living trees produces xylem

cells toward the pit and phloem cells toward the bark.

These three zones, xylem, vascular cambium and bark are

illustrated in Figure 1 for Douglas-fir. The bark can

further be divided into inner bark (phloem) and outer

bark (rhytidome). The phloem contains many living cells

responsible for conduction and storage of photosynthetic

materials produced in the crown of the tree. The vascular

cambium divides producing more phloem cells and deep cork

layers (periderm) are then formed in the phloem. Once

formed the periderm cuts off the food supply to those

cells outside of it and they die, becoming part of the

outer bark or rhytidome. With age and weathering the outer

parts of the rhytidome may break off the tree and fall to

the ground.

The periderm or cork layer in Douglas-fir has been

investigated. Krahmer and Wellons (1973) described some

anatomical and chemical characteristics of Douglas-fir cork.

They state that tannins and other phenolics seem to be found

in the cork cell lumen at the end of the growth increments

while the waxes are located in the cell wall. The cork cell

wall in Douglas-fir was characterized ultrastructurally by

Litvay and Krahmer (1977). They showed that the cork cell

4
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wall has four zones: a cellulosic primary wall, a suberin

layer of alternating lamellae of waxes and phenolics, a pure

wax layer, and an intermittent layer of cellular debris and

extractives on the lumen surface. Some information on the

possible structure of the pits in the cork cell wall was also

shown.

The cell types of the phloem of Douglas-fir have

been described on a gross anatomical scale using the light

microscope (Chang, 1954; Grillos and Smith, 1959; Ross and

Krahmer, 1971). The phloem of Douglas-fir includes sieve

cells, axial parenchyma cells, ray parenchyma cells and

sclereids. Figure 2 is a light micrograph of a cross sec-

tion of Douglas-fir bark showing the typical arrangement of

cells in the phloem. In the inner phloem the sieve cells,

which are anout 4 mm in length, are responsible for

conduction of food material down the tree stem. Axial

parenchyma cells that are about 0.1 mm in length are

responsible for food storage. In the outer phloem the

axial parenchyma cells may do one of three things: (1)

they may remain inactive; (2) they may begin to expand;

or (3) they may differentiate into sclereids (Yie-Hsiang,

1975; Krahmer and Shigematsu, 1979; Grillos and Smith,

1959). Most of the ray parenchyma cells are horizontal, but

some on the margins are upright. The upright cells are al-

buminous cells associated with sieve cells.

Rhytidome formation in Douglas-fir has been examined
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Figure 2. Cross section of Douglas-fir showing cellular ar-
rangement in the wood and bark. 1. xylem. 2. Vas-
cular cambium zone. 3. Phloem tissue composed of
longitudinal and ray parenchyma, sieve cells and
thick-walled sclereids. 100X
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using the light microscope, but in much less detail. In the

outer bark or rhytidome, longitudinal and ray parenchyma

cells are expanded and the sieve cells crushed

as a result of this expansion. The sclereids that are pre-

sent appear to remain the same anatomically (Chang, 1954).

Grillos and Smith (1959) report similar findings concerning

rhytidome formation. They state that the longitudinal

phloem parenchyma may differentiate into sclereids, expand

or simply accumulate tannins. This occurrence of expanding

phloem parenchyma and increased tannin content with rhytidome

formation has been commonly observed in other species (Bamber,

1962; Chattaway, 1953, 1955; Tucker and Evert,

1969; Jorgensen, Moller, and Wagner, 1975; Lawton, 1976;

Lotava, 1976; Chang, 1954; Alfieri and Evert, 1968;

Barnett, 1974; Murmanis and Evert, 1967; Sands, 1975; Isen-

berg, 1943; and Bramhill and Kellogg, 1979). Patel (1975)

added that lignification of sieve cells and axial parenchyma

(those without crystals) occurred in the rhytidome. These

studies were made primarily with light microscopy and little

or no ultrastructural detail was put forth.

A rather detailed description of Douglas-fir bark is

offered by Den Outer (1967). In his "Histological Invest-

igations of the Secondary Phloem of Gymnosperms" he includes

a description of "Douglas-fir like" bark. Figure 3 is taken

from his work and is an example of one of many drawings he

uses to illustrate Douglas-fir bark cells



moot," 

Figure 3. Drawing of cross section of older phloem in 
Douglas-fir as illustrated by Den Outer (1969). 

P = longitudinal parenchyma; SC = sieve cell; 
S = solereid; R = ray 
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based on light microscope observations. General shape and

appearance of cell types and pitting are illustrated in his

drawings, but no ultrastructural detail is given. As shown

in Figure 3, the pitting between longitudinal parenchyma is

simple with a thin membrane and the pitting between a scler-

eid and parenchyma also appears simple with a long pit canal

in the sclereid wall.

As mentioned earlier, some axial parenchyma in the phlo-

em will differentiate into sclereids. In Douglas-fir the

first sclereids appear about a year after parenchyma forma-

tion from the vascular cambium (Figure 2). The size and

shape of Douglas-fir sclereids have been described (Ross and

Krahmer, 1971; Yie-Hsiang, 1975). Most sclereids are long

fibers about 1 mm in length and 50 pm in diameter and have

a thick cell wall with distinct lamellate layers and a very

narrow lumen. Krahmer and Shigematsu (1979) observed that

the number of branched sclereids increased further toward

the rhytidome in Douglas-fir.

Figure 4 is a light micrograph of a radial

section of Douglas-fir phloem taken through a phase con-

trast microscope. In the center of the photograph is a

strand of longitudinal parenchyma. The middle parenchyma

cell is no longer visible because it has differentiated into

a sclereid. The sclereid has grown intrusively by tip growth

in the vertical direction and part of the sclereid lumen can

be seen. Prior to sclereid differentiation, the parenchyma



Figure 4. Light micrograph of a radial section 
of Douglas-fir bark showing a sclereid (s) that 

differentiated from a strand parenchyma cell. 200X 

Figure 5. Isolated Douglas-fir sciereid. 60X 
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cell appeared identical to the rest of the parenchyma in that

strand. The parenchyma would have contact with other cells

around it through pit areas. Pit connections existed between

the parenchyma cells above and below it and between the paren-

chyma cells on either side. Upon differentiation and growth,

the cell wall thickened and became lignified, forming a

sclereid. In parts of the sclereid which grew intrusively

no pitting has been reported and would not be expected be-

cause no primary pit connections existed in those areas

originally. Only where the original plasmodesmatal connect-

ions are found, would complete pits be expected to form.

This pit formation might be expected to follow a similar

pattern as that of formation of bordered pits in tracheids

as described by Panshin and dZeeuw (1980). Initially

primary pit fields form with plasmodesmata connections

followed by secondary wall layering and complete pit

formation.

An isolated sclereid from Douglas-fir is shown in

Figure 5. The sclereid is a long, slender, thick-walled

fiber with a squarish area in the center representing the

parenchyma cell from which it differentiated. Also visible

in this center region are a series of dark lines radiating

from the lumen outwards. These dark channels are pit canals

from the sclereid lumen to the cell next to it. No where

else in the sclereid are these canals found. Ultrastructural
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detail of these pits was not found in the literature. Den

Outer, (1967) illustrated a simple pit-pair in his drawing

(Figure 3) of the pitting between a sclereid and a parenchyma.

In a review article on wood anatomy, COte and deZeeuw (1962)

showed an electron micrograph of two thick-walled fibers

adjacent to each other in bamboo. The bordered pit-pair

connecting them has a long pit canal leading into a small

chamber, giving it the appearance of a bordered pit-pair.

A relatively thick pit membrane separates the two pits.

The ultrastructure of sclereids and fiber-sclereids has

been examined in other species. Goldschmid and Folsom (1975)

used scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to illustrate branch-

ed sclereids in hemlock and showed small holes on the outer

surface of the sclereid that they called simple pits. Bran-

hill and Kellogg (1979) described the secondary phloem of

western hemlock and also used SEM to show pits in the scler-

eid walls sometimes plugged with resinous material.

Nanko, Saiki and Harada (1978) described the cell wall

structure of sclereids in the secondary phloem of Populus

euramericana Guinier. They found transversely orientated

microfibrils in the outermost layer of the secondary wall

of the sclereids and alternating bands of microfibrils to

the inside of that wall. They observed simple pits with

canal-like cavities in the secondary wall of the sclereids

and thought that the microfibrils were orientated along the

canal direction in the pit. The same authors described the
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wall layering in the phloem fibers of poplar (1977) and in the

fiber-sclereids of cherry (1979). Nanko and COte (1980) also

illustrate the structure of phloem fiber and fiber-sclereids

in hardwoods grown on Southern pine sites.

The literature has reported on bark morphology and fiber

structure based on light microscopy techniques; however,

ultrastructural aspects associated with pitting and parenchyma

expansion have not been thoroughly investigated. In this

study, the pitting of the phloem parenchyma cells in the phlo-

em and the expansion of these phloem parenchyma cells are

examined in Douglas-fir on an ultrastructural level. Further,

the structure of the pitting between a sclereid and a paren-

chyma cell as well as the pitting between sclereids is exam-

ined. In the course of this study new techniques and modi-

fications to existing techniques are developed. This was

necessary in order to prepare a material often heavily in-

crusted with extractives and with considerable variation in

thickness and rigidity of adjacent cell walls, which may

indeed indicate one reason why there is such a lack of

ultrastructural research on bark cells.



DEVELOPMENT OF PROCEDURES

The study of bark ultrastructure required the use of

many anatomical techniques. As suggested in the literature,

standard preparation techniques used to examine the ultra-

structure of wood were not adequate for the preparation of

bark. Thus many of these standard techniques were used only

as a basis from which to begin numerous variations, modifi-

cations and combinations to the technique that are discus-

sed in detail in this section.

A recurring theme throughout specimen preparation is

that of material handling. When wood is prepared for ultra-

structural examination each step during the preparation pro-

cess does not necessarily need to be observed anatomically

to insure a successful preparation. With bark cells, how-

ever, each step must be carefully observed at an anatomical

level to insure that a correct preparation is being carried

out.

Collection of Bark

Pieces of fresh Douglas-fir bark approximately 1 cm by

10 cm by 5 cm was removed from recently felled trees in

McDonald Forest in the summer of 1980. The bark was collect-

ed in plastic bags, sealed and placed under refrigeration

until needed for further processing.

14



Microscopy and Photomicrography

The following light and electron microscopes and photo-

graphic equipment were used in the procedures and to obtain

the results.

A. Light microscopes and attachments.

Zeiss Stereomicroscope; Magnification 10-40X.

Wild Phase Contrast Microscope.

Jonco Kyowa Light Microscope.

Leitz Dialux Fluorescence Microscope using a

Leitz H2 wide-band blue high intensity filter

cube.

A Wild MPS 20 Semiphotomat camera system was used with

the light microscopes listed above for photomicrography. An

MPS 15 exposure Meter was used which is sensitive to low

light intensities commonly obtained with the fluorescence

microscope. Results were recorded on Kodachrome 64 and

Ektachrome 200 film for color slides. From the color slides

black and white negatives were made with Polaroid P/N 55 film

for publication prints.

B. Electron microscopes and attachments.

1. Phillips Model EM-300 transmission electron

microscope (TEM): ultrathin sections and repli-

cas on copper athene grids were examined and the

results were recorded on Kodak electron image

negatives.

15
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2. AMR 1000A scanning electron microscope (SEM):

surfaces of bark tissue mounted on aluminum

stubs were examined and results were recorded

on Polaroid P/N 55 film.

Microtechniques

Because techniques for studying parenchyma cells were

different from techniques for studying sclereid pitting, the

procedures for these two cell types are discussed separately.

Embedding Parenchyma for TEM

From the pieces of bark collected in the forest, 1 cm

by 1 cm by 4 cm specimens were excised and kept moist for

thick sectioning. Radial and tangential sections, approx-

imately 40-100 micrometers in thickness, were cut on a

sliding microtome. Radial sections of this size included

tissues extending from the vascular cambium into the

rhytidome zone. Tangential sections, however, came from

a specific plane in the bark which had to be continuously

identified throughout the preparation. In order to

successfully embed this material for TEN, these sections

had to be extracted with three different solvents to remove

chemical materials in the bark which interferred with the

polymerization of the embedding medium. Figure 6

schematically illustrates the extraction sequence



40-100 pm sections (1 cm by 1 cm)

H20,
ref lux 8 hours

95% ethanol, ref lux 8 hours

benzene ethanol (2:1), ref lux 8 hours

41Pr
95% ethanol, reflux 8 hours

H20'
reflux 8 hours

1-2 mm by 1-2 mm sections excised

1Pr
.5% K1n04'

6 hours stain

H20 wash

H20'
ref lux 6 hours

Embed, Spurr's media

17

Figure 6. Solvent extraction and staining sequence for thick
sections of bark.
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used on the sections. Water, ethanol and benzene-ethanol

solvents were used. These solvents primarily remove extra-

neous chemical materials including tannins (Chen 1973)

and do not seriously affect the integrity of the mature

bark cells.

Following the extraction procedure the sections were

placed on a glass slide in water and examined with the

stereo microscope. Approximately 1 mm square areas were

selected and excised out using the edge of a sharp razor

blade or specialty knife. These specimens, whose individ-

ual positions in the original bark had to be continuously

known, were selected to contain a number of parenchyma

cells for examination.

Obtaining the necessary contrast for TEM observation

of these parenchyma cells required that the 1 mm square

sections be pre-stained before embedding. The procedure

involved staining the sections for six hours in a 0.5%

solution of potassium permanganate (KMn04). Following

staining, the sections were rinsed in water and then boiled

in water for six hours as outlined in Figure 6. Because

excessive residual stain remained following just rinsing in

water, the embedding medium again would not harden, possibly

due to interference from the stain. The boiling of the
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sections following staining and rinsing had to be performed

carefully and nonvigorously or these small sections would

mechanically break apart. The surviving sections were then

dehydrated and embedded in Spurr's low viscosity embedding

medium. (Spurr, 1969)

Upon examination of the cured embedded blocks it was

found that Spurr's embedding medium fluoresces a yellowish

color when observed with the incident fluorescence micro-

scope. Figure 7 is a photograph taken with the fluorescence

microscope of the end of a Spurr's block with a section of

bark embedded at the tip. The stained cell walls in con-

trast to the yellow background allowed the sections to be

observed in their embedded state. Thus the integrity

of the bark cells could be assessed at this stage

and blocks with parenchyma cells in proper orientation could

be selected for further processing. Also, the end of the

embedding block could be photographed for orientation pur-

poses during preparation for TEM.

The Spurr's block was trimmed to include the selected

areas for ultramicrotomy, and ultrathin sections about 1/20

of a micrometer thick were cut with a diamond knife on a

Sorvall MT-1 ultra-microtome. The ultrathin sections show-

ing a silver and gold color were placed on 200 and 300 mesh

uncoated copper athene grids and examined with TEM.



Figure 7. Light micrograph of a section of bark embedded 
at the tip of a Spurr's block. Incident fluor- 

escence, 180X. 
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Replicating Parenchyma for TEN

The surfaces of parenchyma cell walls were examined for

ultrastructural detail using the direct carbon replica tech-

nique reported by Cocite, et al., (1964). Solvent extracted

sections, as described above for embedding, were dryed before

replicating. A number of drying procedures were attempted in

order to minimize drying defects encountered from shrinkage.

Drying procedures used were:

Sections solvent exchanged from water to absolute

ethanol to normal pentane and allowed to air dry.

Sections dried slowly (under glass) directly from

water.

Razor blade sections cut from material dryed in the

refrigerator.

Sections kept in water and freeze dried.

The freeze drying method produced replicas with the least

amount of degradation and drying defects.

Once dried the bark sections were replicated. Sections

were stuck on glass slides with cellophane tape, placed in a

high vacuum evaporator, shadowed with platinum-paladium metal,

and coated with carbon. Following the evaporation of the

metal and carbon, a wax drop was placed on each section of

bark and floated on a 72% solution of sulfuric acid for about

8 hours followed by 8 hours on a solution of 50/50 mixture

of 10% nitric and 10% chromic acids. Sequence of acid treat-

21
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ment was done at least three times to remove the bark mater-

ial and leave the replica on the wax drop. The carbon repli-

ca on the wax drop was placed on a 200 mesh copper athene

grid and the wax removed using a benzene solvent boiler. The

grids with the carbon replicas on them were allowed to air

dry and then examined in the TEM.

Preparing Parenchyma for SEM

Thick sections of bark that had been solvent extracted

and freeze dried were mounted on SEM stubs using an adhesive

and silver paint. The standard procedure of coating the

sections with a 60/40 gold/platinum metal alloy and observ-

ing them in the SEM was used.

Preparing Sclereids for Electron Microscopy

In order to examine the sclereid pit structure and the

anatomical structure at the sclereid-parenchyma boundry,

greater resolution than possible with light microscopy was

necessary. Scanning electron microscopy provided the best

results, but required that pits be on the surface of mater-

ial being observed. Therefore, for this study a detailed

procedure was developed to isolate, characterize and illu-

strate the structure of the pitting of Douglas-fir sclereids.

As shown in Figure 5, pitting occurs only in

the central portion of the sclereid where it develops from a
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parenchyma cell. Figure 8 is a light micrograph of a radial

section of Douglas-fir phloem. On the far right is loc-

ated the most recently formed cork layer. Phloem rays are

the tissues orientated in the horizontal direction and the

strands of thin walled, oval cells are the longitudinal par-

enchyma. At this distance from the cambium most sieve cells

are already partially or completely crushed. Scattered

throughout the photograph are portions of 8 to 10 thick

walled sclereids. In none of these sclereids is the squarish

area representing the parenchyma cell from which it developed

visible and consequently no pit areas are seen. To prepare

further this section in order to examine the sclereid pitting

would be fruitless. The problem then is one of orientation.

The part of the sclereid containing the pits may be orient-

ated at any angle in a 360° rotation in reference to the cell

axis. Therefore, whether the section is radial or tangential,

the first step is to locate sclereids which are orientated

properly to show the original parenchyma area with pits.

These sclereids can then be prepared further for ultrastruct-

ural examination.

To find sclereids with pits in proper orientation, sol-

vent extracted sections of phloem, 20-60 micrometers in

thickness, were cut on a sliding microtome, placed on a glass

slide and stained with phloroglucinol-HC1. The procedure in-

volved blotting the water from the section, placing a drop

of phloroglucinol on the section followed by a drop of HC1
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and letting it set for about three to five minutes. The

section was then rinsed in water for about one minute and

placed in water on a glass slide for observation with the

light microscope. Staining with phloroglucinol-HC1 quickly

stained the sclereid cell wall a pink to reddish color

because of the presence of lignin, providing the contrast

that allowed for an efficient examination of many sections

to locate the properly orientated sclereids. Only the scler-

eids exhibiting the squarish area representing the original

parenchyma and having pit canals were selected for further

processing. One of these sclereids was found for about

every 500 examined.

Figure 9a is a light micrograph taken with phase

contrast of a tangential section stained with

phloroglucinol-HC1. In the center is a sclereid with the

area where the original parenchyma was located. Fine pit

canals extend from the lumen out to the parenchyma cell

adjacent to it. Because this photograph was taken with

transmitted light, cell structure located in the center of

the section thickness is also brought out and-observed.

Therefore, these sclereid pits may be located inside the

section and not at the surface. This thick section was then

placed between two slips and flipped over in order to obser-

ve the reverse side as illustrated in Figure 9b. In this

photograph the sclereid pits are still visible but not as

clearly as in Figure 9a, indicating that they are located



Figure 9a. Tangential section of bark showing
location of sclereid pitting (Arrow).
Phase contrast, 200X.
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Figure 9. Light micrographs of bark preparations for soler-
eid-parenchyma pitting.



Figure 9b. Reverse side of Figure 9a.
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Figure 9 (cont.)

Figure 9c. Sclereid pit canals.
Phase contrast, 900X

Figure 9d. Tangential section of bark showing
a sclereid surface (center).
Incident fluorescence, 130X
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Figure 9 (cont.)

Figure 9e. Reverse side of Figure 9d.
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closer to the surface shown in Figure 9a. Figure 9c is a

higher magnification photograph of the central region of the

sclereid illustrated in Figure 9a. There are numerous pit

canals and some of them are branched. Detail of the pit

structure in particular at the sclereid-parenchyma boundary

is not distinct with this resolution.

To determine more precisely where in the section the

sclereid pits were located, the thick sections were stained

next with acridine orange. Acridine orange stains ligno-

cellulosic material such that it enhances the fluorescence

when observed with incident fluorescence microscopy. Incid-

ent fluorescence excites the surface of a section or block,

revealing an image primarily of that surface structure. The

incident beam penetrates the section or block very little

and therefore does not reveal the internal structure. Fig-

ure 9d is a photograph taken through the incident fluores-

cence microscope of the same sclereid shown in Figure 9a

through 9c. No sclereid pit canals are visible at the sur-

face. The thick section was again flipped over and the

result is illustrated in Figure 9e. Again no pit canals

are visible at the surface, indicating that they are located

within the thickness of the section.

With the aid of low magnification of the stereo micro-

scope an approximately 1 mm square area was excised from the

thick sections using the sharp edge of a razor blade. The

excised section included the single sclereid with pitting
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and a few surrounding sieve cells and ray and longitudinal

parenchyma cells. This section was then carefully handled

using TEN micro-tweezers. The section was dehydrated and

embedded in methacrylate using standard procedures (Pease,

1960; Berlyn, 1963). Throughout the embedding process,

special attention was given to insure that the integrity

of the sclereid remained intact and that the proper orient-

ation was maintained.

Following cure of the methacrylate resin, the block was

removed from the Beam capsule. The methacrylate block appro-

ximately 1 cm in diameter and 4 cm long could be placed on

the stage of the fluorescence microscope and the embedded

section at the tip could be observed. This was possible for

two reasons. First, the fluorescence microscope has the

capability to be used in the incident fluorescence mode and

it can also be used in a normal transmitted light mode or

combination of the two modes. Secondly, the methacrylate

embedding medium does not autofluoresce as did the Spurr's

medium, but does allow light to pass through it, and the

embedded section could be observed using transmitted light

through the block. Adequate contrast was obtained in this

mode because the section was originally stained with phloro-

glucinol-HC1. The same section could also be observed in

the incident fluorescence mode because it was also previous-

ly stained with acridine orange. Therefore, the section

embedded at the tip of the methacrylate block could be
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observed in surface view using the fluorescence mode and in

total thickness using the transmitted light mode.

Figure 10a shows a bark section with a sciereid embedded

at the tip of a methacrylate block. The block is not trimmed

or surfaced, and the sclereid pit canals are visible in this

photograph taken with the use of transmitted light. The

block then was trimmed and surfaced to the shape shown in

Figure 10b for ultrathin sectioning. At higher magnification

the pit canals are clearly visible (Figure 10c).

Ultrathin sections approximately 1/20 of a micrometer

thick were cut from the tip of the block. Following removal

of about 20 thin sections (one micrometer of thickness) the

entire block was removed from the ultramicrotome and observed

using incident fluorescence microscopy to determine if the

sclereid pit canals appeared at the surface. If not, the

block was returned to the microtome and the procedure was

repeated every micrometer until pit canals were exposed on

the surface. Although pit canals on or near the surface

became detectible with incident fluorescence microscopy,

no available photographic technique was capable of record-

ing the image. However, using the transmitted light mode,

the sclereid pit canals are now very evident because of

being on or near the surface of the block (Figure 10d).

When possible, some ultrathin sections were picked up

on grids for observation in the TEM. Unfortunately, the

thin sections of sclereids were badly torn, wrinkled and



Figure 10a. Bark section with a sclereid showing pit canals 
(Arrow) embedded at tip of methacrylate block. 

Transmitted light, 60X 
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Figure 10. Light micrographs of embedded bark preparations 
for sclereid-parenchvma pitting. 



Figure 10 (cont.)

-

Figure 10b. Same 'Lock as in Figure 10a, only trimmed and
surfaced for ultramicrotomy.
Transmitted light, 60X
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Figure 10 (cont.)
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otherwise damaged.

Once the sclereid pit canals appeared to be exposed on

the microtomed surface of the methacrylate embedded bark, the

tip of the block was cut off with a sharp razor blade and

placed in a small beaker of chloroform. The chloroform

dissolved the methacrylate from the 1 mm square piece of bark.

This small piece of bark was then carefully located, orient-

ated and placed on a SEM aluminum stub to air dry. Extreme

caution was necessary during this handling process in order

not to lose the small section of bark or destroy it by crush-

ing with tweezers. Care had to be taken to be sure that the

section was not placed upside down on the aluminum stub,

hiding the exposed pit canals. The entire process was ac-

complished using the stereo microscope because the sections

were barely visible with the naked eye.

Once the bark section was placed correctly on the

aluminum stub, a small amount of silver paint was put on

the edge of the section using a fine pointed needle to

provide electrical contact between the section and the

stub. They were then coated with gold/platinum for obser-

vation with the SEM. Figure 11 shows aluminum stubs with

some sections mounted on them.

The steps of the procedure detailed above for prepar-

ing specimens to observe pitting in sclereids can be sum-

marized as follows:
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Figure 11. Bark sections mounted On SEM aluminum stubs. 
Silver paint (P) provides electrical contact 

between the section ($) and the stub. 
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1. Block of fresh bark (1 cm2)

2. Thick sectioning (20 micrometers)

3. Staining

Phlorogulcinol-HC1

Acridine Orange

4. Search for selected areas

5. Excise small piece (1 mm2)

6. Embed in methacrylate

7. Ultrathin sectioning

Sections (1/20 micrometer) -+ TEM

Surfaced block

Cut off tip of block

Remove methacrylate

Mount for SEM

8. Observe with SEM
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OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

Parenchyma Cell Wall Modifications

The arrangement of cells in the phloem presented an

initial problem in the examination of parenchyma cells

to determine modifications of the cell wall. It was

first necessary to be able to recognize sieve areas

not only in surface view, but in cross section as well,

so as not to confuse sieve cells with longitudinal paren-

chyma cells and their cell wall modifications. Sieve cells

are intermixed with longitudinal parenchyma cells in the

bark (Figure 2). Figure 12a is a scanning electron micro-

graph of a longitudinal surface in the phloem. Two sieve

cells can be identified at the top and one at the bottom

of the photograph by the presence of numerous sieve areas.

The sieve areas appear as circular zones containing many

small openings. Sieve areas are involved in the flow of

food material down the tree stem. A strand of longitudinal

parenchyma is adjacent to the upper sieve cells. Figure

12b is a scanning electron micrograph also of the inner

phloem. In this bark preparation, however, the fracture

occurred in such a way so as to result in a particularly

interesting three dimensional image. Longitudinal parenchyma

cells are visible on several sides of the sieve cells.

39



Figure 12. Scanning electron micrographs of longitudinal
surfaces in the phloem.
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With transmission electron microscopy, a direct carbon

replica of a sieve area appears as in Figure 13a. An ultra-

thin section perpendicular to the sieve area results in

a section view shown in Figure 13b. In section, the sieve

areas appear very nodular. These characteristics were

used to distinguish sieve cells from parenchyma cells. The

cell walls in Figure 13b appear as they do due to the angle

of sectioning and orientation of the block.

Once parenchyma cells could be identified in surface

and section views, the cell walls were examined. Figure 14a

is a transmission electron micrograph of an ultrathin section

of the end wall between two longitudinal parenchyma cells.

These parenchyma cells are located near the vascular cambium

in the phloem and did not appear fully developed. The end

wall is very thin and four plasmodesmata connections are vis-

ible traversing the common walls. In young and developing

plant cells the plasmodesmata are the first form of communi-

cation between two cells (Esau, 1969). The area in and around

the plasmodesmata is known as the primary pit field. Should

further wall layers be deposited around this area, simple

or bordered pits may be formed. Figure 14b is a micrograph

of an ultrathin section showing similar plasmodesmata canals,

except further along in a cell's development; i.e. further

from the cambium. Here the walls have become thick-
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Figure 13. Transmission electron micrographs of sieve areas.

Figure 13a. Direct carbon replica of sieve area in surface
view. 6,500X

Figure 13b. Ultrathin section of sieve area in section
view. 1,300X



Figure 14a. Primary pit field and plasmodesmata canals
(Arrows) in adjacent parenchyma cell walls in
inner phloem. 3,600X
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Figure 14. Transmission electron micrographs of ultrathin
sections of parenchyma walls showing primary
pit fields.



Figure 14 (cont.)

Figure 14b. Plasmodesmata canals located in parenchyma
further from the vascular cambium. 8,000X

Figure 14c. Same plasmodesmata canals as in Figure 14b.
Small openings visible in middle lamella
region. 22,000X
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ened and a thin area has been left around the primary pit

field. In this micrograph a dark line in the middle lamella

region connects the two parenchyma cells. Also, lying on

the lumen surface of the parenchyma cell wall is a deposi-

tion of material, appearing to be unremoved extractive.

Figure 14c shows the plasmodesmata region of Figure 14b

at a higher magnification. Where the plasmodesmata canals

cross the middle lamella region there appears to be some

small openings. These are similar to chambers left by nodules

on the plasmodesmata reported by Murmanis and Evert (1967) in

white pine.

In longitudinal parenchyma cells located further from

the cambium the plasmodesmata canals frequently are no longer

visible, but simply thin pit areas remain as shown in Figures

15a and 15b. The parenchyma cell walls narrow down consider-

ably to the thin pit area. At the pit area there is an

accumulation of a material appearing heavily stained with

KMn04. This could be similar to the phenolic encrustations

often found deposited on pit membranes in the xylem (Krahmer

and COte, 1963) and could obscure detail of the pit membrane.

A few bark sections were mildly treated with sodium

chlorite in dilute acetic acid prior to embedding and sec-

tioning to remove phenolic extractives. The parenchyma cell

walls became swollen and the structure of the thin pit area

was accentuated as illustrated in Figure 16. In this micro-

graph, the walls of the two parenchyma cells appear separated.
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Figure 15. Transmission electron micrographs of ultrathin 
sections showing thin pit areas between paren- 

chyma cells. 
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Figure 16. Transmission electron micrograph showing thin
pit area pretreated mildly with sodium chlorite.
5,300X
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Undoubtedly, middle lamella and cell wall materials have been

removed because longer treatment with this chemical complete-

ly delignifies the tissue.

Examination of parenchyma cell walls located further

from the vascular cambium in the outer phloem resulted in the

presence of similar thin pit areas. In this zone, parenchyma

cell walls frequently appeared thicker, resulting in more

distinct boundaries outlining the pit area. Figure 17a is a

transmission electron micrograph of two parenchyma cells with

a thin pit area between them. One edge of the pit area is

built up with wall material and somewhat resembles a border.

Figures 17b, c and d are examples of thin pit areas between

parenchyma cells, along with wall thickenings associated with

them. In figure 17d, this build up of wall material causes

this pit area to appear similar to a true simple pit as is

found between two parenchyma cells in the xylem.

Parenchyma cell walls were examined in surface view

using direct carbon replicas to determine if thin pit areas

were visible. Figures 18a and b are transmission electron

micrographs of direct carbon replicas of parenchyma cell

walls. In the center of Figure 18a is a circular depression

which is interpreted to be a thin pit area viewed from the

lumen side of one of the parenchyma cells. The striations

that follow a circular pattern around the depression indi-

cate the orientation of the cellulose microfibrils near the
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Figure 17. Transmission electron micrographs of ultrathin
sections of thin pit areas between parenchyma
cells in the outer phloem.

Figure 17a. Thin pit area with a build up of wall material
on one edge. 10,000X



Figure 17 (cont.)

Figure 17b. Two thin pit areas; adjacent wall material
build up. 13,000X
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Figure 17c. Thin pit area next to thicker cell wall. 6,500X



Figure 17 (cont,) 
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Figure 17d. Thin pit area somewhat resembling a simple 
pit on one side. 5,300X 
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Figure 18. Transmission electron micrographs of direct car- 
bon replicas of parenchyma cell walls showing 

thin pit areas. 

Figure 18a. Single thin pit area viewed as a circular 
depression. 3,600X 



Figure 13 (cont.) 
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\\Figure 13b. Adjacent thin pit areas. 5,300X 
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pit. Figure 18b illustrates two thin pit areas adjacent to

each other in surface view in the parenchyma cell wall.

A scanning electron micrograph of a parenchyma cell wall

at a magnification of 5100X is shown in Figure 19. Appear-

ing diagonally across the micrograph are three depressions

representing thin pit areas in the parenchyma cell wall.

Because these depressions do not have well defined bound-

aries, they are not easily found with SEM.

Parenchyma Cell Wall Layering

Parenchyma cell walls throughout the bark of Douglas-

fir are thin, but swell easily with some treatments. Figure

20a is a transmission electron micrograph of an ultrathin

section of the cell corner common to three parenchyma cells.

The cell walls are swollen due to a light caustic pretreat-

ment (0.5% NaOH) which partially delignified the cell walls.

There appears to be a dark middle lamella region in the

center with thick cell walls on each side. On the lumen

surface of the wall is a thin, dark layer, perhaps of

\residual extraactive material. Figure 20b is a micrograph

of a similar region subjected to the same pretreatment.

Portions of the cell wall appears to have a laminate

structure. This laminate structure may also indicate

an ordered structure in the wall as appears in the inner

part of the wall in Figure 20C.
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Figure 19. Scanning electron micrograph of parenchyma cell 
wall showing thin pit areas. 
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Figure 20a. Layering in parenchyma cell wall. 5,300X
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Figure 20. Transmission electron micrographs of ultrathin
sections of parenchyma cell walls mildly pre-
treated with NaOH.

Figure 20b. Parenchyma cell wall showing laminate structure.
8,000X
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Figure 20 (cont.)

Figure 20c. Parenchyma cell wall with possible ordered
structure in the inner part of the wall
(Arrow). 13,000X
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Replica techniques are useful in studying cell wall

organization in woody tiisues when surfaces are relatively

free of extractives and fractures can be generated across

the wall. Neither of these conditions were met successfully

in this study for phloem tissue. The effect of the solvent

extraction sequence given in Figure 6 was evident when paren-

chyma cell walls were examined. Figure 21a is a transmis-

sion electron micrograph of a direct carbon replica of a

parenchyma cell wall prior to extraction. The wall surface

appears encrusted with a build up of material and no micro-

fibrils are evident. After extraction, parenchyma cell walls

were still mostly coated with a thin layer of encrustations

as illustrated in Figure 21b. In a few preparations, micro-

fibril orientation of the lumen surface of the cell wall

was visible, as illustrated in Figure 21c. In this direct

carbon replica a few microfibrils or aggregations of micro-

fibrils appear randomly oriented on the surface, with a more

ordered orientation of microfibrils under them.

Expansion of the Phloem Parenchyma

Douglas-fir longitudinal and ray parenchyma cells

expand with rhytidome formation. Some expansion is observed

already in the outer phloem. Figure 22A is a light micro-

graph of the inner phloem in radial section. Short segments

of phloem ray tissue composed of ray parenchyma cells are



Figure 21. Electron micrographs- of lumen surfaces of paren- 
chyma cell walls. 
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Figure 21a. Transmission electron micrograph of a direct 
carbon replica of parenchyma cell wall before 
solvent extraction. 22,000X 
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Figure 21 (cont.) 
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Figure 21b. Scanning electron micrograph of parenchyma 
cell wall following solvent extraction. 
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Figure 21 (cont.)
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Figure 21c. Transmission electron micrograph of a direct
carbon replica of parenchyma cell wall follow-
ing solvent extraction showing cellulose
microfibrils. 22,000X



Figure 22a. Inner phloem. Transmitted light, 100X.

Figure 22b. Rhytidome. Transmitted light, 100X

62

Figure 22. Light micrographs of radial sections of bark
showing expansion of parenchyma with rhytidome
formation.
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visible. Strand parenchyma are present as short cells align-

ed one on top of the other. Sieve cells are present but

difficult to distinguish at this magnification. Figure 22b

is a light micrograph at the same magnification of similar

tissue located in the outer bark or rhytidome. The longi-

tudinal and ray parenchyma cells have expanded to nearly

twice their original-size. Den Outer (1967) suggests that

this expansion occurs in order to compensate for the in-

creased lateral stresses associated with rhytidome formation.

Figure 23a is a scanning electron micrograph of the phloem

adjacent to the last formed cork layer. On the left of the

micrograph is located ray tissue, sieve cells with their

sieve areas, and longitudinal parenchyma. On the far right

of the micrograph is the cork layer composed of phelloderm,

phellogen and phellem cells. The overall appearance of cell

sizes is typical for phloem. Figure 23b is a scanning elec-

tron micrograph at the same magnification of rhytidome tissue

adjacent to the last formed cork layer. The ray and longitud-

inal parenchyma have expanded, crushing the sieve cells which

are no longer visible.

Expansion of phloem parenchyma with rhytidome formation

was also observed in the fusiform rays. Fusiform rays con-

tain resin canals surrounded by epithelial parenchyma cells

and ray parenchyma cells. Figures 24a and 24b are light

micrographs of phloem and rhytidome, respectively, in tang-
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Figure 23a. Phloem and cork layer. (1) Sieve cells, 
(2) longitudinal parenchyma, (3) ray, (4) phel- 

loderm, (5) phellogen, (6) phellem. 
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Figure 23, Scanning electron micrograph of radial. surfaces 
of bark showing expansion of parenchyma with 

rhytidome formation. 
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ential view taken at the same magnification. The fusiform

rays have expanded along with the surrounding longitudinal

parenchyma with rhytidome formation.

Longitudinal and ray parenchyma cells were examined in

this study to determine what ultrastructural changes occurred

with the expansion during rhytidome formation. Figure 25a

is a scanning electron micrograph of the lumen surface of a

longitudinal parenchyma cell located in the phloem at a

magnification of 2000X. The inner surface of the cell wall

has rows of ridges or minute wrinkles orientated in the

direction of the cell axis. Larger ones were observed in

other longitudinal parenchyma walls as shown in Figure 25b.

At higher magnification these folds may appear as large

ridges, as illustrated in Figure 25c taken at 6900X. This

wall texture was especially noticeable in the cell corners

of parenchyma cells (Figures 25d and 25e). Figure 25e shows

the nature of these on a direct carbon replica of a parenchyma

cell. With expansion of the phloem parenchyma the ridges

disappear, producing a smooth surface. This is illustrated

at low magnification (510X} in the longitudinal parenchyma

in Figure 26a. At higher magnifications the smooth surface

is still evident in the rhytidome parenchyma walls (Figures

26b and 26c). Perhaps these observations suggest that the

parenchyma cells are formed with a somewhat wrinkled or

slightly folded cell wall in the phloem and these wrinkles
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Figure 25a. Scanning electron micrograph showing wrinkles
in the parenchyma cell walls.
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Figure 25. Electron micrographs of longitudinal parenchyma
cell walls found in the phloem.

Figure 25b. Scanning electroq micrograph showing larger
wrinkles or folds in the parenchyma cell wall.
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Figure 25 (cont.) 

as ridges in the parenchyma cell wall. 
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Figure 25c. Scanning electron micrograph of folds appearing 
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Figure 25d... Scanning electron micrograph showing wrinkles 
in the parenchyma cell corners. 
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Figure 25 (cont.)
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Figure 26a. Longitudinal parenchyma as observed in the
expanded state.
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Figure 26b. Expanded longitudinal parenchyma showing a
smooth cell wall surface.
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Figure 26. Scanning electron micrographs of longitudinal
parenchyma cells found in the rhytidome.
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Figure 26 (cont.)
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Figure 26c. Expanded longitudinal parenchyma cell exhibit-
ing no folds or ridges in the cell walls.
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disappear with expansion of the parenchyma cell.

Similar results were obtained upon examining the ray

parenchyma cells in the unexpanded and expanded state.

Figure 27a is a scanning electron micrograph of two ray

parenchyma cells located in the phloem. Small wrinkles

are found in the cell walls and are clearly visible at the

higher magnification in Figure 27b. The micrographs in

Figures 27a and 27b were taken of surfaces prepared by the

procedure used for sclereid pit preparations, resulting

in cleanly-cut, parenchyma walls. Figure 27c is a scanning

electron micrograph of phloem ray cells in the rhytidome.

No distinct wrinkles are found in the expanded parenchyma

walls and the cell walls appear very smooth.

The wrinkle effect observed in the parenchyma cell walls

was not obscurred by residual extractive material remaining

on cell walls after solvent extraction. It was originally

hypothesized that a stretching or shifting of cellulose

microfibrils might accompany parenchyma expansion and could

be observed as a change in microfibril orientation in the

cell wall layers. However, as mentioned earlier, sufficient-

ly clean surfaces and appropriate fractures could not be

generated and therefore changes in the inner wall structure

could not be studied.
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Figure 27a, Phloem ray parenchyma cells with fine wrinkles.
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Figure 27. Scanning electron micrographs of ray parenchyma
cells, showing the loss of wrinkles in the cell
wall with rhytidome formation.
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Figure 27b. Phloem ray parenchyma cell wall with wrinkles.
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Figure 27 (cont.) 
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Figure 27c. Rhytidome phloem ray in expanded state. 
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Pit Structure Between Sclereids and Parenchyma Cells

The first result of the procedure used to observe scler-

eid-parenchyma pitting with SEM is illustrated in Figure 28a

which shows a portion of the pitted wall of the sclereid in

Figure 10d. Parts of the pit canals are visible extending

across the sclereid cell wall. Their structure, however,

is obscured because in this first preparation the methacry-

late was not completely removed with the chloroform, leaving

a film on the surface and plugging the pit canals. When

methacrylate was completely removed from preparations, the

structure on the surface was visible.

A clean, ultramicrotomed surface of phloem contain-

ing a sclereid is illustrated in Figure 28b at a magnifica-

tion of 200X. The micrograph also shows a fusiform ray,

longitudinal parenchyma from which a sclereid differentiated,

and part of a phloem ray. Even though the lumina of scler-

eids are visible on the surface, pit canals have not been

cut open and exposed in these sclereids. Pit canals are

evident, however, in another sclereid shown in Figure 29a.

This scanning electron micrograph shows a thick walled scler-

eid orientated diagonally across the micrograph. The square

bump represents the area of the original parenchyma cell from

which it developed. To the lower right of the square part

of the sclereid are parenchyma cells which are in the same

strand of parenchyma from which the sclereid developed. The

75
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Figure 28. Scanning electron micrographs of sclereid-paren-
chyma preparations.
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Figure 28b. Sclereid pit canals not cut open. Sclereids (S),
fusiform ray (F), phloem ray (R), longitudinal
parenchyma (P),
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Figure 28a. Sclereid pit canals partially obscured by Toteth-
acrylate.
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Figure 29. Scanning electron micrographs of sclereid-paren-
chma pitting with exposed pit canals.
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Figure 29a. Strand parenchyma with one parenchyma cell
differentiated into a sclereid.
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Figure 29b. Four exposed sclereid pit canals (A-D).
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Figure 29 (cont.) 
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Figure 29c. Sclereid pit with longest exposed pit canal. 
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Figure 29d. Pit A of Figure 29b. 
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Figure 29 (cont.) 
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Figure 29e. Pit C of Figure 29b. 
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sclereid lumen is visible as a banana-shaped hole. Due to

the angle of cutting through this sclereid the lower portion

of the sclereid has been partially trimmed away causing the

torn appearance.

In the part of the sclereid that was the original paren-

chyma cell, portions of four pit canals have been exposed.

These four pit canals are more clearly visible at higher

magnification (Figure 29h) and are labeled A through D. None

of the pit canals extend the entire distance from the scler-

eid lumen to the parenchyma cell next to it. The reason for

this is that the pit canals, as observed using light micro-

scopy, do not always traverse a straight line but are curved

and often sloping away from the exposed surface. Thus any

single section into the sclereid will usually expose only

parts of the pit canal at any one point. If a few more

ultrathin sections had been removed from the sclereid in

Figure 29b more pit canal area might have been exposed, but

some might have been cut away also.

Figure 29c through 29e illustrate in more detail, three

of the pit canals (A-C) shown in Figure 29b that are adjacent

to the neighboring parenchyma cells. Figure 29c shows the

pit area with the longest pit canal exposed. The pit canal

is about one to two micrometers in diameter and appears to

broaden slightly at the outer edge of the sclereid. Figures

29d and 29e illustrate pit areas A and C, respectively but

the angle of cutting cannot be interpreted as a chambering
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effect at the sclereid-parenchyma boundary.

The membrane between the sclereid pit canal and the

lumen of the adjacent parenchyma is not thin like those nor-

mally associated with pitting in xylem. Instead, the paren-

chyma cell wall itself appears to be the so-called pit mem-

brane. In each of these pits, the membrane region can be

compared with the wall thickness of the adjacent parenchyma

cell in Figure 29b. This structure is consistent with the

phloem parenchyma pit structure discussed in the first part

of this thesis. That is to say, in the area of the plasmo-

desmata, which is the primary pit field, no apparent changes

take place in the pit membrane with sclereid formation. The

small holes in the membrane region in Figures 29c and 29d

might, in fact, be the small openings in the middle lamella

region shown in Figure 14c. This would mean that the so-

called membrane between the sclereid and the parenchyma is the

original thin area of adjacent parenchyma cells, one of which

later differentiated into a sclereid.

Longitudinal surfaces of parenchyma were examined with

SEM and sclereid-parenchyma pitting appeared as shown in Fig-

ures 30a through 30c. In Figure-30a the small circular sha-

pes are the pits as observed from the parenchyma lumen. At

higher magnifications, Figures 30b and 30c, the boundary of

the pit canal or chamber is visible and has a diameter of

one to three micrometers. Pit membranes were observed to



Figure 30. Scanning electron micrographs of sclereid-paren-
chyma pitting as seen from the parenchyma lumen.
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Figure 30a. Parenchyma lumen surface with pits appearing
as small circular shapes.
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Figure 30b. Boundary of pit canal or chamber visible on
parenchyma wall surface.
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Figure 30 (cont.) 
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Figure 30c. Ruptured membrane in pit area. 
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rupture in the SEM due to stress from excitation by the ele-

ctron beam.

Preparing a surface perpendicular to the axis of a pit

canal in a sclereid wall resulted in the pit appearing as a

round hole about one micrometer in diameter (Figure 31). At

the lumen surface of the sclereid, the pit canal exists at

the pit aperture (Figures 32a and 32b). In Figure 32a, the

pit aperture is in the corner of the lumen. The lamellar

structure of the sclereid cell wall is also visible in this

micrograph. The distribution of pits in sclereids follows

no particular pattern and one example of a group of pit

apertures closely arranged is shown in Figure 32b.

Pitting Between Two Sclereids

Because sclereids in Douglas-fir are mostly long, slen-

der fibers (Figure 5) and appear to differentiate isolated

from one another (Figures 2 and 4), intersclereid pitting

would not occur frequently in this species. However, if two

adjacent parenchyma cells in a single strand were to differ-

entiate into sclereids simultaneously, intersclereid pitting

might develop. Only one such sclereid pair was found in this

study. This pair is shown in Figure 33.

Figure 33a is a transmitted light micrograph of the tip

of the methacrylate block with the thick section of bark em-

bedded in it. The block has not been surfaced by ultrathin
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Figure 31. Scanning electron micrograph of sclereid pit
following surfacing perpendicular to the axis
of a pit canal.
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Figure 32. Scanning electron micrograph of sClereid pitS,
as viewed from the sclereid lumen:
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Figure 32a. Pit aperture visible in corner of lumen.
Lamellar structure of sclereid wall also seen.
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Figure 33. Light micrographs of a sclereid pair. 
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Figure 33a. Transmitted light micrograph showing a pit canal. 
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Figure 33b. Fluorescence light micrograph of sclereid pair. 
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sectioning, but a pit canal is apparent. Under fluorescence

after surfacing, (Figure 33b), the pit appeared exposed on

the surface although this could not be shown clearly with

light microscopy. The section was excised from the block,

the methacrylate was removed, and the'speciman was mounted

on a SEM aluminum stub. The section is shown at low magni-

fication on the stub in Figure 34a. Both sclereids (Labeled

S) are distorted in shape, possibly because of extreme re-

strictions to elongation, and therefore their structure is

even more complex. Figure 34b shows a pit chamber and canal

exposed in one of the sclereids. At higher magnification

(Figure 34c), evidence of a pit chamber in the adjacent

sclereid is apparent, with what appears to be a membrane

between the two pits.

Anatomical ObServations of Cell Lumina

The presence of extractive material-in cell lumina was

observed in many specimen preparations in this study. It was

shown in Figures 21a, 21b and 21c that even solvent extrac-

tion did not always remove the extractive material from the

inner cell wall surface. Douglas-fir bark contains abundant

extractive or tannin-like material (Chang, 1955). Chang

reported that with outer bark formation there is an increase

in the amount of tannins. Charleson (1981) found that the

amount of tannins increased and their chemical composition



Figure 34. Scanning electron micrographs of Sclereid 
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FigUre 34b. Sciereid pair with pit canal and chamber 
exposed in one Sclereid. 
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Figure 34a. Sclereid pair mounted on SEM aluminum stub. 
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Figure 34 (cont.)

Figure 34c. Sclereid pair showing two chamber regions and
an apparent thick membrane.
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differed from phloem to rhytidome. Some chemical components

in cell lumina fluoresce as reported by Dougal (1979).

Figure 35a is a tangential section of the inner phloem of

Douglas-fir stained with acridine orange to enhance fluor-

escence. The white spots and bright fusiform ray indicate

the presence of fluorescing materials in the cell lumina.

Figure 35b is a similar photograph of the outer phloem.

In this area more material fluoresced and shows the build

up of lumen contents in parenchyma cells with age.

Some sclereid lumina also showed the presence of extrac-

tives and incrustations on the inner cell wall surface.

Figure 36 shows the inner wall surface of a sclereid coated

with incrustations. The small nodules appear similar to that

of a warty layer present in xylem fibers of many wood species.

The larger nodules located in the-center of the micrograph

appear similar to that of vestures in the canals and chambers

of fiber-to-vessel pitting as reported by Cote and deZeeuw

(1962). They showed vestures present at the pit aperture

where they tended to integrate into the warty layer on the

inner cell wall surface.



Figure 35. Fluorescence light micrographs of tangential 

sections of bark showing increased cell contents 

in parenchyma cells with age. 
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Figure 35b. Outer phloem. 100X 
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Figure 36. Scanning electron micrograph of inner wall sur- 
face of a sclereid showing depositions resem- 

bling incrustations, warty layers and vestures. 
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DISCUSSION

For this study special techniques were developed for

preparation of bark sections and surfaces to be examined.

The technique employed to prepare specimens for SEM to study

sclereid-parenchyma pitting was especially fruitfull. Be-

cause a diamond knife was used to cut ultrathin sections of

bark embedded in methacrylate, the cutting action of the

diamond knife in combination with the support of the embed-

ding medium produced a very clean and intact surface (Fig-

ure 27e) compared to that cut into with a sliding microtome

knife (Figure 27c). The ray parenchyma cell walls were cut

cleanly showing wall thicknesses, and the overall appearance

and arrangement were easily seen.

Parenchyma cells in Douglas-fir bark are produced by the

vascular cambium. In the inner phloem the

parenchyma cell walls have many small wrinkles or folds in

them. These cells have pit areas that are shallow, circular

depressions in the cell wall and having plasmodesmata con-

nections. A slightly thinner, double, cell wall, therefore,

would by definition, be the pit membrane. Parenchyma cell

walls are thin, but appear layered. With rhytidome forma-

tion the parenchyma cells became expanded, and the cell walls

appear smooth. With this expansion, a rearrangement of

microfibrils may occur in the cell wall; however, extractive

free, undamaged and properly fractured parenchyma walls could

not be generated to investigate this hypothesis.
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Some parenchyma cells differentiate into sclereids in

the phloem. Differentiation includes elongation and

wall thickening. When this occurs additional wall layers

are deposited onto the parenchyma cell wall, forming a

sclereid with a multilayered cell wall. In the area of

the plasmodesmata (thin pit areas) in the original paren-

chyma wall, a long pit canal forms with this secondary wall

thickening. A pit in a sclereid, then, consists of a long

pit canal extending from the lumen through the secondary

wall, ending at a thin pit area of the original parenchyma

cell.

In parenchyma-sclereid pitting the pit membrane in the

pit pair is the same as that described above for parenchyma

to parenchyma pitting. The pits in the sclereids connected

to parenchyma do not appear to have a distinct pit chamber;

therefore, parenchyma-sclereid pitting tends to fit the

description of a simple pit-pair. In the one occur-

rence of sclereid to sclereid pitting in Douglas-fir, a

distinct pit chamber did appear to exist, making it a border-

ed pit-pair.

Observations of pit areas led to the conclusion that

during sclereid differentiation additional wall layers are

deposited by apposition on the original parenchyma cell wall.

Therefore, the outermost layer of a sclereid in the pitted

zone should consist of the original parenchyma cell wall.
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Although cell wall layering of sclereids was not an objective

of this study, two micrographs appear to illustrate this

conclusion.

Figure 37a shows the pit and wall area in part of a

sclereid cell previously stained with KMn04. Good contrast

of the wall layering has resulted, and the original paren-

chyma cell wall and a thin pit area with small openings in

the middle lamella region are visible. Deposited onto this

original parenchyma cell wall are the additional wall layers

of the sclereid, forming a pit chamber area with borders.

The pit chamber appears occluded with incrustations.

The outermost layer of the sclereid cell wall, therefore,

should be the original parenchyma cell. This is seen in

Figure 37b. This micrograph shows a cell corner common to

three cells, one of which is a sclereid. The lamellar

structure of the sclereid cell wall is apparent and appears

deposited on the original parenchyma cell wall.

This observation on the structure of the sclereid cell

wall may contribute to a clearification of sclereid cell wall

structure as reported in the literature. Nanko, Saiki and

Harada (1978) and Mia (1969), in describing the secondary

wall structure of fully differentiated sclereids in hardwoods,

stated that the outermost layer of the secondary wall has a

different structure from the inner layers of alternating

bands of light and dark lamellae. No further explanation was

given.



Figure 37a. Sclereid pit. Original parenchyma cell wall 
(P), thin pit area (T), and additional scler- 
eid cell wall layering (S). 4700X 
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Figure 37. Transmission electron micrograph showing sclereid 
cell wall layering. 



Figure 37 (cont.)
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Figure 37b. Sclereid cell wall layering with outermost
layer present as the original parenchyma cell

(1). 2, 3 - adjacent parenchyma cells. 8000X
-



CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions of this study are as follows:

Specimen preparation techniques for microscopy of

bark are more demanding than for wood because of

greater amounts of chemical extractives and in-

crustations in bark and the general lack of orient-

ation and consistant positions of cells, fibers

and cell wall modifications.

The cell walls of adjacent longitudinal parenchyma

in mature phloem are merely thinned in areas of

plasmodesmatal connections.

The cell wall of longitudinal parenchyma is a layer-

ed structure.

Expansion of the phloem parenchyma changes the inner

surface of the wall from a ridged and wrinkled

appearance to a smooth surface.

The pitting between a sclereid and a parenchyma

consists of a long pit canal extending across the

sclereid to the original parenchyma cell wall. The

pit membrane between the parenchyma lumen and scler-

eid pit canal consists of a thinner, double paren-

chyma cell wall. Thus the pit structure tends to

fit the description of a simple pit-pair.

The pitting between two sclereids has long canals

in the sclereids flaring to pit chamber areas at
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the middle lamella region. Again, the pit membrane

is the slightly thinner, double parenchyma cell wall.

7. The outermost layer of a sclereid in the pitted zone

appears to be the original parenchyma cell wall from

which it developed.
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